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THE BOOTS THAT GET IT DONEISLE OF MUCK, SCOTLAND
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2024 marks the 25th anniversary of the Original Muck Boot 
Company. Since 1999, we have had the freedom to innovate, 
experiment, and test our products in every single element—

because outside, there are way more than four seasons. 
That’s why we’ve designed each of our styles to work hard 

for every task and brave every condition—so you can be 
protected, productive, and always in your comfort zone,  

no matter the weather.

To celebrate this milestone, we traveled to the Isle of 
Muck—a remote island off the Western coast of mainland 

Scotland to demonstrate the durable nature of our footwear. 
We captured the stories of individuals whose Muck Boots 
are essential to their day-to-day success in the most aptly 

named location on the globe.
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PURSUIT Sport, Hunt

No matter the terrain you’re covering, these boots were designed to go the distance. Whether tracking, wading, 
mudding or walking for miles.

LIFE Garden, Everyday

Built for life in the Muck. Lightweight, versatile and comfortable footwear for every season. Flower bed building, 
picking, digging, beekeeping, clipping, and more.

UTILITY Work

Ready to take on any job, and the promise to see it through. These are the boots that were made to work hard, 
feel great and keep you protected.
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WELCOME TO LIFE IN THE MUCK
MEN’S

36 UTILITY

 39   Harvester
 41   Chore Western
 43   25th Anniversary  
        Chore Classic
 45   Chore Classic
 48   Chore Max
 49   Chore Cool
 50   Muckmaster
 51   Arctic Sport ST
 51   Arctic Pro ST
 53   Mudder
 53   Originals

6 PURSUIT
  

 9     Alpha Pursuit
 11   Viper Max 
	 13			Pathfinder

 14   Apex Pro
 15   Apex
 19   Wetland
 20   Woody Max
 20   Woody Arctic Ice 
 21   Woody Sport
 25   Outscape Max
 26   Arctic Sport
 27   Arctic Ice 
 29   Arctic Pro
 30   Fieldblazer
 32   Edgewater
 35   Forager

WOMEN’S
84 UTILITY

  85   Chore Classic ST
 87   Chore Classic
 89   Originals
 

68 PURSUIT
  
 69   Outscape Max 
 71   Fieldblazer
 72   Wetland
 73   Woody Max
 73   Apex
 74   Arctic Ice 
 77   Arctic Sport II
 81   Hale

94 LIFE
  
 95   Muckster Lite Ankle
 97   Muckster Lite Clog
 99  Muckster II
 102 Outscape
 103 Arctic Adventure
 103 Arctic Weekend

KIDS’ OTHER
 107   Muckster Lite Clog
 109   Outscape
 111   Chore Classic
 111   Rover II
 112   Apex Winter
 113   Rugged II
 114   Element
 115   Hale

 116   Product Technology
 120   Index
 122   Muck Socks
 123   Isle of Muck

56 LIFE
  
 57   Muckster Lite Ankle
 59   Muckster Lite Clog
 61   Muckster II 
 62   Outscape
 64   Excursion Pro
 65   Arctic Excursion
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MEN’S
PURSUIT
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ALPHA PURSUIT
The new Alpha Pursuit is built for high endurance exploration and all terrain adventure. 100% waterproof, 100% 
MUCKPROOF, the lace up construction provides a tailored fit while the MuckSkin overlays give additional protection 
without adding unnecessary weight. The notched heel collar eliminates Achilles fatigue and the rubber heel 
reinforcement keeps your feet always protected. This boot has a midsole made from BioLite, a best-in-class,  
eco-friendlier lightweight foam, as well as an aggessive rubber outsole for better traction and debris dispersion.
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ALPHA PURSUIT

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 3mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ 8” boot with lace up construction for a tailored fit

 ◆ MuckSkin overlays for reduced weight without sacrificing protection

 ◆ Molded PU insert with memory foam for superior underfoot comfort

 ◆ BioLite foam midsole wrapping up to counter

 ◆ Notched heel collar to eliminate Achilles fatigue

 ◆ Rubber heel reinforcement for protection and durability

 ◆ Rugged rubber outsole for all terrain traction and debris dispersion

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ for odor  
control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7- 12, (Half Sizes), 13, 14, 15

9

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

9

MAPMAPX | Brown/Orange/Realtree® APX



VIPER MAX
Inspired by the Wetland PRO Snake, the all new Viper Max features an even stronger full height snake resisting textile 
with a sheet rubber upper. Whether you’re in snow or ice, the 3D breathable airmesh lining and 5mm neoprene bootie 
will keep you comfortable and dry all day long. The 15” height provides optimal leg protection, while the self-cleaning 
MS-1 lug outsole is excellent in mud, snow and dirt.
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VIPER MAX

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ 3D airmesh lining for breathability

 ◆ Snake resisting textile to the toe with sheet rubber upper

 ◆ EVA midsole for added comfort and ground insulation

 ◆ Self-cleaning MS-1 lug outsole is excellent in mud, snow and dirt

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

11

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

11

MWTPBTM2 | Bracken/Mossy Oak® Bottomland
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PATHFINDER

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Stretch-fit topline binding snugs calf to keep warmth  
in and cold out

 ◆ Breathable air mesh lining facilitates air circulation

 ◆ Flexed notches for comfort

 ◆ Reinforced toe tip and heel counter provides durability

 ◆ Modified rubber bob sole with innovative lug design  
quickly disperses debris

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

13

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

Built for pursuit in cold weather conditions, the Pathfinder finds 
itself at home in a variety of environments. 100% Waterproof and 
100% MUCKPROOF, the 5mm neoprene bootie is designed for 
comfort, performance, and all day wear. Inspired by the flexibility 
of the Apex Pro, this boot is equipped with flex notches in the front 
for added comfort and high-performance. Its stretch-fit topline 
binding snugs your calf to maintain warmth while the safety 
orange airmesh lining improves breathability. The Pathfinder’s 
reinforced toe tip and heel counter provide durability while the 
modified rubber bob sole quickly disperses debris.

13

MPFMDNA | Bark/Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

MPFM300 | Olive

Roll Down



APEX PRO 16” ARCTIC GRIP A.T. TRACTION LUG

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Thermo Regulating  (TR) Fleece, a revolutionary open-fiber 
technology that wicks away moisture up to 33% better than 
a standard synthetic fleece to maintain a comfortable 
temperature range

 ◆ Pull tab provides easy on/off

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long  
lasting comfort

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort  
and support

 ◆ Combining Vibram®’s all-new Arctic Grip All Terrain  
with XS Trek Evo and their new Traction Lug  
Technology for added durability and grip on wet  
and dry surfaces, improving traction by up to 25% 

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

The Apex Pro is built for high endurance cool and cold weather 
pursuits requiring a more athletic and agile boot. 100% waterproof, 
100% MUCKPROOF with a Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T. Traction 
Lug outsole for segment leading grip on variable and icy terrain. 
Strategically placed rubber overlays provide additional protection 
along the shin and forefoot without adding unnecessary weight.

1414

-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

APMSRTE | Bark/Realtree® EDGE™

APMS900 | Brown



APEX PRO 13” ARCTIC GRIP A.T. TRACTION LUG
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 4mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable air mesh lining facilitates air circulation to  
improve comfort and reduce heat and moisture

 ◆ Pull tab provides easy on/off

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long  
lasting comfort

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Combining Vibram®’s all-new Arctic Grip All Terrain with  
XS Trek Evo and their new Traction Lug Technology for added 
durability and grip on wet and dry surfaces, improving  
traction by up to 25% 

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C

APMT000 | Black

APMTMDNA | Bark/Mossy Oak®  
Country DNA™

1515

AXML000 | Black

APEX LACE-UP

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 3mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Lace-up construction for a tailored fit

 ◆ Durable metal hardware with speed hooks for rapid lacing

 ◆ Breathable air mesh lining facilitates air circulation to  
improve comfort and reduce heat and moisture

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long  
lasting comfort

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Lugged rubber outsole for durable all-terrain traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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APEX MID ZIP
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 3mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Upper features a lock-down zipper closure system, with 
a waterproof YKK® zipper, the industry’s finest and most 
durable technical zipper construction

 ◆ Breathable air mesh lining facilitates air circulation to  
improve comfort and reduce heat and moisture

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long  
lasting comfort

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Lugged rubber outsole for durable all-terrain traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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AXMZ900 | Dark Brown AXMZ106 | Black/Gray/Red            

AXMZMOC | Brown/Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country™AXMZ000 | Black/Gray            

MAXZMEG | Bison/Realtree® EDGE™ Mini         





 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie

 ◆ 3D airmesh linings for breathability

 ◆ Snake resisting full rubber coverage to top  
of the boot

 ◆ EVA midsole for added comfort and  
ground insulation

 ◆ Self-cleaning MS-1 lug outsole is excellent  
in mud, snow and dirt

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with  
NZYM™ for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

WETLAND PRO SNAKE
One of Muck’s most popular boots, the Wetland, is a favorite of 
waterfowlers everywhere—especially anyone who is outdoors 
in the snow and ice. These boots are 100% waterproof, 100% 
MUCKPROOF and feature a breathable mesh lining coupled  
with a neoprene bootie for all day comfort and performance.  
The PRO features full height snake resisting rubber construction 
to protect against snake attacks while the outsole is an excellent 
performer in varied outdoor terrain.

WETLAND AND WETLAND XF

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort 
and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining

 ◆ Calf-high extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Gusset for extended fit (XF) - MWET900 only

 ◆ Comfort topline

 ◆ EVA contoured molded midsole

 ◆ Self-cleaning MS-1 lug outsole is 
excellent in mud, snow and dirt

WET998K 
Men’s Sizes: 5 - 15 
MWET900 
Men’s Sizes: 7 - 15

One of Muck’s most popular boots, the Wetland, is a 
favorite of waterfowlers everywhere—especially anyone 
who is outdoors in the snow and ice. These boots are 100% 
waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF and feature a breathable 
mesh lining coupled with a 5mm neoprene bootie for all day 
comfort and performance. These premium boots include a 
calf-high rubber exterior that prevent rocks and sticks  
from puncturing the surface while the outsole is an  
excellent performer in varied outdoor terrain.

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C

1919

MWTPMEG 
Bison/Realtree® EDGE™ Mini

WETP900 | Brown

WET998K | Bark MWET900 | Bark
Gusset for extended fit
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Roll Down

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, performance 
materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Comfort topline

 ◆ 2mm thermal foam under the footbed

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Self-cleaning MS-1 lug outsole is excellent  
in mud, snow and dirt

Men’s Sizes: 7 - 15

WOODY MAX
Woody Max has kept hunters warm and toasty for over a decade with 
a 5mm neoprene waterproof bootie and fleece liner with the added 
2mm thermal foam under foot. It’s a proven combination at frigid 
temperatures on the stand, in the blind and the trek in between.

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 8mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight,  
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Rugged Spandura® upper for durability

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T. for wet ice traction coupled  
with XS Trek Evo adding durability and improved grip 
on wet and dry surfaces

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

WOODY ARCTIC ICE ARCTIC GRIP A.T.
Featuring an 8mm neoprene bootie with fleece lining wrapped in 
layers of soft rubber so your feet will stay warm and dry in the most 
extreme conditions. The outsole features Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T. 
with XS Trek Evo for advanced traction on all terrains including wet 
ice, snow, mixed/loose surfaces and hard pack. 

-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

-60°F  /  30°F
-50°C / -1°C
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WDMRTE | Brown/Realtree® EDGE™

WDMMOCT | Bark/Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country™

AVTVAMDNA | Mossy Oak® Country DNA™



WDSMOBU | Brown/Mossy Oak® 
Break-Up Country™

-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

2121

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort 

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Rugged rubber outsole for traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 14

WOODY SPORT TALL
The Woody Sport features a 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF 
insulated upper that is built to keep you dry and comfortable all day 
long. This outsole provides exceptional traction on various terrain, 
whether it be mud, slush, or snow, you can confidently wear this boot 
no matter the elements. Coupled with our warm lining and a rugged 
rubber outsole, this boot provides warmth and comfort with superior 
traction for all your outdoor activities.
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-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

2323

MWSAM91 | Brown/Mossy Oak® Country DNA™           

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort 

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Rugged rubber outsole for traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 14

WOODY SPORT ANKLE

WDSA001 | Black/Dark Gray

WDSA900 | Dark Brown WDSA333 | Moss Green
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OUTSCAPE MAX

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 3mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Lace-up construction for a tailored fit

 ◆ Speed hooks for rapid lacing - MTLM100 & MTLMDNA only

 ◆ 10” collar opening for easy slip on/off - MTSMMOB2 & 
MTSM000 only

 ◆ MuckSkin upper for reduced weight without  
sacrificing protection

 ◆ Dual density comfort footbed with slow recovery  
foam and long lasting cushioning

 ◆ BioLite foam midsole wrapping up the counter

 ◆ Outscape-inspired rubber outsole for all terrain  
traction and debris dispersion

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7- 12, (Half Sizes), 13, 14

MTLM100 | Steel Gray/Dark Shadow MTLMDNA | Brown/Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

MTSM000 | Dark Shadow/Black

MTSMMOB2 | Brown/Mossy Oak® Bottomland

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

25

SLIP - ON

L ACE- UP

Inspired by the success of the Outscape and Apex series, the 
Outscape Max Collection is built for all terrain adventures. Available 
in two styles, the Lace-Up features speed hooks for rapid lacing while 
the Slip-On has a 10” collar opening for easy on/off. Whether hiking 
in the woods, exploring sites unseen, or light pursuit, these boots  
were designed for versatility and comfort. 



TA LL

MID

ASP000A | Black

ASM000A | Black

The Arctic Sport is a premium winter boot constructed from a 
5mm neoprene bootie with protective rubber overlays to keep feet 
warm in deep snow or slush. The underfoot system is engineered to 
provide all-day comfort, thermal insulation from cold ground and 
great traction in all conditions.

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Comfort topline

 ◆ 2mm thermal foam under the footbed

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Self-cleaning MS-1 lug outsole is excellent in  
mud, snow and dirt

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

ARCTIC SPORT
-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

262626
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-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

-60°F  /  30°F
-50°C / -1°C

-60°F  /  30°F
-50°C / -1°C

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 8mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance; 5mm for 
Mid version

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, performance 
materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Rugged Spandura® upper for durability

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T. for wet ice traction coupled with  
XS Trek Evo adding durability and improved grip on wet  
and dry surfaces

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

ARCTIC ICE ARCTIC GRIP A.T.
Featuring an 8mm neoprene bootie with fleece lining wrapped in 
layers of soft rubber so your feet will stay warm and dry in the most 
extreme conditions. The outsole features Vibram®’s all new Arctic 
Grip A.T. with XS Trek Evo for advanced traction on all terrains 
including wet ice, snow, mixed/loose surfaces and hard pack.

MIDTA LL

TA LL

AVTVA000 | Black

AVTVA900 | Brown AVMVA000 | Black

2727





ACPMOCT | Bark/Mossy Oak® Country™

ACP998K | Bark

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 8mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, performance 
materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Comfort topline

 ◆ 2mm thermal foam under the footbed

 ◆ EVA midsole for added comfort

 ◆ Bob-Tracker all purpose, multi terrain outsole: semi-
spherical lugs provide traction in loose surfaces  
without being gummed up by debris

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

ARCTIC PRO
The Arctic Pro is one of the warmest neoprene boots on the 
market. Perfect for the hunter or outdoor worker in cold climates. 
Featuring a 8mm neoprene waterproof bootie and fleece lining for 
the standard in warmth and protective support. The 2mm foam 
under the footbed assures warmth in low temperatures or when 
standing on ice. A topline binding keeps the snow and cold out, 
and warmth inside.

-60°F  /  30°F
-50°C / -1°C
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 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 8mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, performance 
materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Rugged Spandura® upper for durability

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T. for wet ice traction coupled 
with XS Trek Evo adding durability and improved grip 
on wet and dry surfaces

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

ARCTIC ICE XF ARCTIC GRIP A.T.
Featuring an 8mm neoprene bootie with fleece lining wrapped in 
layers of soft rubber so your feet will stay warm and dry in the most 
extreme conditions. The outsole features Vibram’s Arctic Grip A.T. 
with XS Trek Evo for advanced traction on all terrains including wet 
ice, snow, mixed/loose surfaces and hard pack.

-60°F  /  30°F
-50°C / -1°C

2929

MHVARTE | Bison/Realtree® EDGE™
Gusset for extended fit 



SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Rubber and neoprene upper for durability and 
flexible protection

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ XpressCool™: anti-microbial evaporative cooling lining 
- MFBCBTM only

 ◆ Hi-vis roll down upper for comfort and safety - 
MFBMDNA & FBCMOCT only

 ◆ Self-cleaning calendered outsole is excellent in mud, 
snow and dirt

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

FIELDBLAZER CLASSIC 
Get comfortable. Get the original. Fieldblazer Classic brings 
back the boot that started a revolution. Refreshed with a new 
lining package that acts as both a safety and comfort feature, 
the Classics stay with the same great last for the best in comfort 
and performance.

Roll Down
MFBCBTM only

Roll Down
MFBMDNA & FBCMOCT only

3030

MFBMDNA 
Brown/Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

MFBCBTM 
Brown/Mossy Oak® Bottomland

FBCMOCT 
Brown/Mossy Oak® Break-Up Country™
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FBFRTE | Brown/Realtree® EDGE™

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Rubber and neoprene upper for durability and 
flexible protection

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, performance 
materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Hi-vis roll down upper for comfort and safety

 ◆ Self-cleaning calendered outsole is excellent in mud, 
snow and dirt

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

FIELDBLAZER CLASSIC FLEECE 
-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C

Roll Down

3131



 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Reinforced heel, toe and instep

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Self-cleaning calendered outsole is excellent in mud, 
snow and dirt

 ◆ Double heel and toe reinforcement

Men Sizes: 4 - 14

EDGEWATER ORIGINAL
The Edgewater is built for those who love the great outdoors. It 
features an all-terrain and self-cleaning outsole that is excellent in 
mud, snow, and dirt.  This boot has a reinforced, protective rubber 
shell, focusing on the heel and toe for extra durability. The upper of 
the Edgewater is composed of neoprene and rubber, making it 100% 
waterproof, quick drying and lightweight. This boot is an excellent 
choice for the outdoorsman who is looking for long lasting quality, 
performance, and comfort while in the elements.

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

3232

EWH333T | Moss
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ECH900 | Brown

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Hi-vis roll down upper for comfort and safety

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Self-cleaning calendered outsole is excellent in mud, 
snow and dirt

 ◆ Double heel and toe reinforcement

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

EDGEWATER CLASSIC MID
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

ECM000 | Black

ECM300 | Moss

Roll Down

Roll Down

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene for comfort and performance

 ◆ Hi-vis roll down upper for comfort and safety

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Self-cleaning calendered outsole is excellent in 
mud, snow and dirt

 ◆ Double heel and toe reinforcement

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

EDGEWATER CLASSIC TALL
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

3333



 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Self-cleaning calendered outsole excels in mud, 
snow and dirt

 ◆ Extra layers of rubber for protection and durability

 ◆ Double heel and toe reinforcement

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

EDGEWATER CLASSIC 6” ANKLE
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

3434

ECA000 | Black

ECA333 | Moss
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FORAGER  UNISEX SIZE CONVERSION CHART
MEN’S SIZES 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

WOMEN’S SIZES 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Loc-Tite adjustable closure 
system and MuckSTOP 
gaiter collar provides a 
customized fit.

CUFFEDUPRIGHT

FORMDNA | Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

MuckTuck Sack

MULTIPLE WEAR HEIGHTS

UNISEX TALL

UNISEX LOW

FRL000 | Black

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF 

 ◆ Easy-to-fold rubber upper enables multiple shaft height 
options – FORMDNA only

 ◆ Loc-Tite adjustable closure system and MuckSTOP  
gaiter collar provides a customized fit – FORMDNA only

 ◆ MuckTuck nylon bag for packability – FORMDNA only

 ◆ Guarden rubber toe and heel for durability and  
extended wear

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for 
long lasting comfort

 ◆ Durable rubber outsole with self-cleaning  
multi-surface traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Unisex Sizes: 4-15

FORAGER TALL & LOW

ROLLED DOWN

The Forager is made for the person who is on the move and 
desires comfort, reliability and fit. 100% Waterproof, the 
Forager Tall is versatile in that it can be worn at 3 different 
heights with an adjustable closure system and gator collar, 
while the Forager Low is designed for easy-on/easy-off.

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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HARVESTER
Get ready to conquer mud and dirt in the Harvester. This boot was constructed from hand laid sheet rubber with a 
locking nylon strap to keep out mud and dirt while hugging your calf for a personalized fit. Designed to perform on 
wet and dry surfaces, this boot offers superior traction and a lugged rubber outsole that disperses debris. The molded 
heel kick off and sidewall shovel wrap protect your foot from damage and fatigue when using tools. All day comfort and 
support are achieved by our molded PU footbed equipped with memory foam for a solid foundation.



HARVESTER
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Hand laid sheet rubber construction

 ◆ Easy to clean rubber overlays

 ◆ Locking nylon strap closure for keeping out debris and hugging  
calf for personalized fit

 ◆ Quadruple rubber toe and heel reinforcement

 ◆ Sidewall shovel wrap to protect against foot damage and fatigue 
when using tools

 ◆ Molded heel kick off

 ◆ Perforated molded PU footbed with 4mm memory foam for  
added comfort

 ◆ Steel shank

 ◆ Lugged rubber outsole disperses debris while the rubber heel  
puck offers durability and traction on all surfaces

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 4 - 16
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SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

39

MRBM300S | Capulet Olive/Lime Green



CHORE WESTERN
We’ve redesigned our iconic Chore with a Western flair. These tough boots feature a new square toe and pull-on side 
straps reminiscent of Western boots, while the lower outsole lug is engineered for stirrups. The classic Muck Boot 
neoprene adjusts to the unique contours of your foot, making these reliable boots flexible and 100% waterproof. The 
rubber overlays are easy to clean and the XpressCool™ lining keeps feet cool and dry. Our rubber outsole is quick 
cleaning, offering more security and durability for every job.



CHORE WESTERN
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Square toe western DNA boot with pull-on side straps

 ◆ Easy to clean rubber overlays

 ◆ XpressCool™: anti-microbial evaporative cooling lining

 ◆ Double rubber toe and saddle vamp reinforcement

 ◆ Molded heel kick off

 ◆ Quadruple rubber heel reinforcement

 ◆ Perforated molded PU insert with memory foam for superior 
underfoot comfort

 ◆ Quick cleaning rubber outsole for all terrain traction and  
debris dispersion

 ◆ Lower lug profile won’t get caught in stirrups

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men’s Sizes: 5 - 16

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

TA LL

MID

MCHWTM90 | Dark Brown

MCHWM90 | Dark Brown
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LIMITED EDITION 25TH ANNIVERSARY CHORE CLASSIC
2024 marks the 25th Anniversary of the Original Muck Boot Company. Since 1999, we’ve been providing 100% 
waterproof boots and footwear that withstand the muckiest situations in every season. To celebrate this milestone, 
we’re introducing a limited edition 25th Anniversary Chore featuring our iconic Muck Green, reflective silver 
highlights, and commemorative logo. We also equipped these boots with a quick cleaning outsole and XpressCool™ 
lining to keep your feet both protected and dry all day. Built to be 100% waterproof with 5mm neoprene and easy to 
clean rubber, these boots are designed to withstand every chore for the past 25 years.



25TH ANNIVERSARY CHORE CLASSIC
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Triple toe and quadruple rubber heel reinforcement

 ◆ Easy to clean rubber overlays

 ◆ Durable quick cleaning rubber outsole

 ◆ Steel shank

 ◆ XpressCool™: anti-microbial evaporative cooling lining

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men’s Sizes: 5 - 16

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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CHM25Y32 | Green/Silver

Roll Down

43



CHORE
The Chore Collection truly embodies the Original Muck Boot Company brand, built to always be 100% waterproof and 
provide excellent comfort, these boots are designed to withstand the muckiest situations. Our consumers expect a lot 
from the Chore boot, their lives need these boots to exceed their expectations to maximize performance and durability. 
These boots are constructed from high grade neoprene and layers of hand laid rubber. This collection has kept workers 
dry and comfortable for more than two decades. This collection has multiple options for consumers various needs, 
including boots with rear gussets that deliver the same performance and protections as the original style but with an 
extra 5 inches of calf space for optimal fit and comfort. This line has additional color offerings and heights. 
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CHM000A | Black 

CHH000A | Black

CL AS SIC TA LL

CL AS SIC MID XF TA LL

CHORE CLASSIC & XF
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining

 ◆ Triple toe and quadruple rubber heel reinforcement

 ◆ Easy to clean rubber overlays

 ◆ Gusset for extended fit (XF) whether tucking in bulky 
pants or to accommodate wide calves - MCXFOOO only

 ◆ Durable quick cleaning sole

 ◆ Steel shank

 ◆ XpressCool™: anti-microbial evaporative cooling lining 
- CHHC900 only

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

CHH000A, CHM000A, CHHC900 
Men’s Sizes: 5 - 16 
MCXF000 
Men’s Sizes: 7 - 15

Roll Down

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

4545

MCXF000 | Black

CHHC900 | Bark



 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining

 ◆ Triple toe and quadruple heel reinforcement

 ◆ Easy to clean rubber overlays

 ◆ Twin neoprene topline for easy on and off

 ◆ Durable quick cleaning sole

 ◆ Steel toe and shank

 ◆ Puncture resistant midsole

 ◆ Meets CAN/CSA Grade 1 toe and plate protection

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH PR

Men Sizes: 5 - 15 

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining

 ◆ Triple toe and quadruple heel reinforcement

 ◆ Easy to clean rubber overlays

 ◆ Twin neoprene topline for easy on and off

 ◆ Durable quick cleaning sole

 ◆ Steel shank

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

CHORE CLASSIC CHELSEA CSA - STEEL TOE

CHORE CLASSIC CHELSEA
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

46

CHC000A | Black

CCSTCSA | Black
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CHS000A | Black/Steel Toe

CHSMETA | Black/Met Guard

MCXFSTL | Black/Steel Toe

CHORE CLASSIC MET GUARD STEEL TOE

CHORE CLASSIC STEEL TOE & XF

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining

 ◆ Met guard extreme impact protection

 ◆ Triple toe and quadruple rubber heel reinforcement

 ◆ Steel toe and shank

 ◆ Durable quick cleaning sole

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH MT

Men Sizes: 5 - 14

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF 

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining

 ◆ Easy to clean rubber overlay

 ◆ Triple toe and quadruple rubber heel reinforcement

 ◆ Gusset for extended fit (XF) - MCXFSTL only

 ◆ Steel toe and shank

 ◆ Durable quick cleaning sole

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH - CHS000A only

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH PR - MCXFSTL only

CHS000A 
Men’s Sizes: 5 - 14 
MCXFSTL 
Men’s Sizes: 7 - 14

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

4747
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Chore Max pushes the boundaries of footwear protection. 
Starting from a new outsole designed for slip-resistance, 
and using compounds that are oil and abrasion resistant, 
the platform extends with uppers built for the toughest jobs.

CHORE MAX

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 3D airmesh lining for comfort and air circulation

 ◆ SRC rated slip-resistant outsole

 ◆ Non-metallic puncture resistant plate for underfoot protection

 ◆ Rubber and Spandura™ upper for durability and flexible 
protection

 ◆ Composite toe for non-metallic protection CSA Approved Grade 
1 ST/PR/ESR

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ for  
odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH PR

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

48

MAXCMP | Black
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CMCT900 | Brown

CSCT000 | Black

CSCTSTL | Brown

CHCT900 | Brown

MID

TA LL

PLAIN TOE

STEEL TOE

TA LL

This high performance boot keeps feet cool and dry with our 
exclusive XpressCool™ lining for all day comfort, while the Vibram® 
outsole offers durability and traction for multiple surfaces. The steel 
toe version meets ASTM F2413-18 M/I/C EH. 

CHORE COOL

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 4mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Vibram® outsole

 ◆ XpressCool™: anti-microbial evaporative cooling lining

 ◆ Triple toe and triple rubber heel reinforcement

 ◆ Rubber and Spandura™ upper for durability and 
flexible protection

 ◆ SRC rated slip-resistant outsole

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH - CSCSTL & CSCT000 only

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH - CHCT900 & CMCT900 only

CSCTSTL, CSCT000 
Men’s Sizes: 5 - 14 
CHCT900, CMCT900 
Men’s Sizes: 5 - 16

40°F  /  95°F 
4°C / 35°C

4949



MMH500A | Black

TA LL

MID

The Muckmaster boot provides comfort in all weather conditions. 
With a stretch-fit top-line binding, these work boots stay snug to your 
calves; keeping warm air in and cold air out. The classic Muck Boot 
neoprene adjusts to the unique contours of your foot and the mesh 
lining lets your feet breathe, making these commercial-grade work 
boots flexible, 100% waterproof and comfortable. With extended 
rubber overlays and durable outsoles for ultimate protection and 
stability, these boots will make sure you stay dry and comfortable.

MUCKMASTER

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining

 ◆ Comfort topline

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ 2mm thermal foam under footbed

 ◆ EVA midsole for added comfort

 ◆ MS1 molded outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 14

-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C

5050

MMM500A | Black
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ASPSTL  | Black

ACPSTL | Brown

ARCTIC SPORT STEEL TOE

ARCTIC PRO STEEL TOE
The Arctic Pro is constructed with an 8mm neoprene bootie and fleece 
lining to provide all-day comfort and warmth in low temperatures. 
Available in ASTM certification for protective wear in dangerous 
conditions. Like most Muck boots, a topline binding keeps the snow 
and cold out and the warmth in.

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 8mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance  

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ 2mm thermal foam under foot

 ◆ Bob-Tracker molded outsole

 ◆ Steel toe

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH

Men Sizes: 7 - 14

Built for work in cold environments the Arctic Sport will keep feet warm, 
dry and comfortable while meeting ASTM safety requirements.

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance 

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, performance 
materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ 2mm thermal foam under foot

 ◆ EVA midsole for added comfort

 ◆ MS1 molded outsole

 ◆ Steel toe

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH

Men Sizes: 7 - 14

-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

-60°F  /  30°F
-50°C / -1°C

5151





OMM300 | Moss           OMM000 | Black            

ORIGINALS
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Full neoprene bootie exposed at sides for added comfort 
and easy on/off

 ◆ Removable contour molded footbed with memory foam 
for long lasting cushioning

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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MUDDER 

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Soft, flexible rubber upper provides durable protection

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long  
lasting comfort

 ◆ Extra toe and heel underlays for additional protection 

 ◆ Durable rubber outsole for superior traction on 
variable terrain

 ◆ Oil and gas resistant outsole

 ◆ SRA rated for excellent multi-surface traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with  
NZYM™ for odor control and moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2892-18 EH

Men Sizes: 5 - 15

The Mudder has passed strict independent slip resistance testing  
with its superior surface traction, designed to perform on wet or dry 
surfaces. Made with a durable rubber compound, this outsole has 
specialized tread spacing with lug side profiles that are specifically 
designed to shed mud and clay. This boot was built specifically to lock 
the ankle into the back of the boot to reduce heel slip and maintain fit 
integrity even in the muddiest conditions.

5353

MUDMDNA | Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

MUD333 | Moss Green

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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MUCKSTER LITE ANKLE
Inspired by our clog, the Muckster Lite Ankle is a 6” injected foam boot that offers the same support and comfort for 
all-day wear. Its comfort collar won’t irritate your ankle while the independently verified SRC rated slip-resistant outsole 
features a multi-directional lug pattern. Built from a high-performance, lightweight foam called BioLite, this boot is 
ultra-durable, easy to clean, and eco-friendlier than many other injection molded foams in the market. BioLite has been 
granted a Green Leaf certificate by Intertek, an accredited independent 3rd party testing facility, verifying that this 
product will properly biodegrade in bioreactor landfills. Commercial landfill validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test 
method, ISO 15985. The Muckster Lite collection offers a lighter footprint for your feet and the planet.



40°F  /  95°F 
4°C / 35°C
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MUCKSTER LITE ANKLE
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Lightweight and easy to slip on/off

 ◆ Comfort collar won’t irritate ankle

 ◆ One piece BioLite EVA

 ◆ Textured insole for comfort, grip and support

 ◆ Easy-to-clean/hand washable/quick drying material

 ◆ Eco-friendlier BioLite outsole is lightweight, durable, and 
provides SRC rated slip-resistance. Landfill bio-degradation 
validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test method, ISO 15985

 ◆ SRC rated for excellent multi-surface slip resistance

 ◆ Biodegradable - up to 3 years in accommodating environment

 ◆ ASTM rated D5511-18 / ISO 15985-14

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

5757

MMLBM91 | Kangaroo

MMLBMDNA | Mossy Oak® Country DNA™ MMLBM00 | Black





40°F  /  95°F 
4°C / 35°C
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MUCKSTER LITE CLOG

 ◆ 100% water-friendly, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Lightweight and easy to slip on/off

 ◆ One piece BioLite EVA

 ◆ Textured insole for comfort, grip and support

 ◆ Breathable side ports for water drainage and comfort

 ◆ Easy-to-clean/hand washable/quick drying material

 ◆ Eco-friendlier BioLite outsole is lightweight, durable, and 
provides SRC rated slip-resistance. Landfill bio-degradation 
validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test method, ISO 15985

 ◆ SRC rated for excellent multi-surface slip resistance

 ◆ Biodegradable - up to 3 years in accommodating environment

 ◆ ASTM rated D5511-18 / ISO 15985-14

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

The Muckster Lite Clog is 50% lighter, offers independently verified SRC 
rated slip-resistant traction and provides excellent support and comfort for 
all-day wear. The upper features side ventilation holes for breathability and 
drainage for water and debris. Built from a high-performance, lightweight 
foam called BioLite, this clog is ultra-durable and easy to clean. BioLite 
is eco-friendlier than many other injection molded foams in the market. 
BioLite has been granted a Green Leaf certificate by Intertek, an accredited 
independent 3rd party testing facility, verifying that this product will 
properly biodegrade in bioreactor landfills. Landfill bio-degradation 
validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test method, ISO 15985.

5959

MLC901 | Kangaroo

MLCMDNA | Mossy Oak® Country DNA™ MLC000 | Black

MMLCM11 | Grey Swirl
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M2A000 | Black/Black

M2L000 | Black M2L300 | Moss/Green

M2A900 | Bark/Otter

M2L900 | Bark/Otter

M2A300 | Moss/Green

ANKLE

LOW

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 4mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves air circulation

 ◆ Comfort topline

 ◆ Self cleaning rubber outsole built for the lawn and garden

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

MUCKSTER II
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

6161



 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Lace-up construction for a tailored fit

 ◆ MuckSkin flexible abrasion resistant rubber coating with neoprene

 ◆ Guarden rubber toe and heel for durability and extended wear

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining facilitates air circulation to improve  
comfort and reduce heat and moisture

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long lasting comfort

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Self-cleaning rubber outsole for optimal traction and reliability

 ◆ Shovel-ready nylon shank for added underfoot stability when  
using garden tools

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7- 12, (Half Sizes), 13, 14

OUTSCAPE LACE-UP
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

Performance and versatility are key when on the go; be it in  
the garden, working in the yard, hiking with the dog or for those  
days when you can’t decide between the waterproof shoe you need  
and the lightweight sneaker you love. The Outscape Collection is 
lightweight and 100% waterproof, designed to keep you comfortable  
and enable you to get more done every day.

6262

OSLM000 | Black/Tan
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SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

CHELSEA

LOW

6363

OSS001 | Solid Black

OSTMDNA 
Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

OSS000 | Black            

OSS900 | BrownOSS300 | Moss

OSC000 | Black            

OSC900 | Brown OSCMOBU | Brown/Mossy Oak® 
Break-Up Country™

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Easy slip on/off with dual density comfort footbed with slow  
recovery foam and long lasting cushioning 

 ◆ MuckSkin flexible abrasion resistant rubber coating with neoprene

 ◆ Guarden rubber toe and heel for durability and extended wear

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining facilitates air circulation to improve  
comfort and reduce heat and moisture

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long lasting comfort

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Self-cleaning rubber outsole for optimal traction and reliability

 ◆ Shovel-ready nylon shank for added underfoot stability when  
using garden tools

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Men Sizes: 7- 12, (Half Sizes), 13, 14

OUTSCAPE



ANKLE

LOW

FRMC000 | Black/Gunmetal

FRLC000 | Black/Gunmetal FRLC900 | Bark/Otter

FRMC900 | Bark/Otter

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 4mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ XpressCool™: anti-microbial evaporative cooling lining

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Rugged rubber outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

EXCURSION PRO
40°F  /  95°F 
4°C / 35°C

6464



A NKLE

MID

AEP000 | Black/Gray

AELA000 | Black/Gray AELA900 | Brown

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Rugged rubber outsole

Men Sizes: 7 - 15

ARCTIC EXCURSION
Whether you’re shoveling the driveway or walking to work, the 
Arctic Excursion is an ideal all-purpose boot. Easy to pull on for 
cold, wet, icy or snowy conditions, this stylish boot will keep you 
warm and comfortable in all weather conditions.

-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

6565
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OUTSCAPE MAX 
Inspired by the success of the Outscape and Apex series, the Outscape Max Collection is built for all terrain  
adventures. Available in a slip-on style with a 10” collar opening for easy on/off and our famous MuckSkin upper for 
protection and reduced weight. Whether hiking in the woods, exploring sites unseen, or light pursuit, these boots were 
designed for versatility and comfort. 



6969

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 3mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ 10” collar opening for easy slip on/off

 ◆ MuckSkin upper for reduced weight without sacrificing protection

 ◆ BioLite foam midsole wrapping up the counter

 ◆ Dual density comfort footbed with slow recovery foam  
and long lasting cushioning

 ◆ Outscape-inspired rubber outsole for all terrain traction and debris 
dispersion

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5-12

OUTSCAPE MAX SLIP-ON 

MTSWMOB2 | Brown/Mossy Oak® Bottomland

MTSW102 | Dark Shadow/Grey

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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Roll Down

7171

FIELDBLAZER

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Rubber and neoprene upper for durability and  
flexible protection

 ◆ Breathable air mesh lining facilitates air circulation

 ◆ Hi-vis roll down upper for comfort and safety

 ◆ Self-cleaning calendered outsole is excellent in mud, 
snow and dirt

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

MFBWDNA | Brown/Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

The latest in women’s pursuit, our new Fieldblazer was 
made for the classic hunter. Designed on a women’s last, 
this boot combines excellent fit with the durability and 
traction of a self-cleaning calendered outsole. With a hi-vis 
roll down for safety and warmth, the Fieldblazer further 
enhances our women’s hunting range.



 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves air circulation

 ◆ Comfort topline

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ MS2 molded bobbed outsole

Women Sizes: 6 - 11

WETLAND
All the same great features as the Men’s Wetland, but built on 
a women’s last for a slimmer fit. The rubber calf height exterior 
protects ankles from sticks, rocks and scratches while the outsole is 
an excellent performer in mud and snow.

-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C

7272

WMT998K | Bark

7272
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Roll Down

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 4mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Hi-vis roll down upper for comfort and safety

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ MS2 molded bobbed outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

WOODY MAX
Woody Max is our top-selling performance hunting boot for women, 
built on a woman’s last for best in class fit and performance.

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

AXWZ000 | Black/White            

AXWZRTE | Brown/Realtree® EDGE™

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 3mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Upper features a lock-down zipper closure system, with a waterproof YKK® 
zipper, the industry’s finest and most durable technical zipper construction

 ◆ Breathable mesh-sandwich fabric lining to improve air circulation

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long lasting comfort

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ All-terrain lugged rubber outsole for durable traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 12

APEX MID ZIP
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

7373

WWPKRTE | Brown/Realtree® EDGE™



 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 8mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T. for wet ice traction coupled with  
XS Trek Evo adding durability and improved grip on wet 
and dry surfaces

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ARCTIC ICE ARCTIC GRIP A.T. TALL
Featuring a neoprene bootie with fleece lining wrapped in layers of 
soft rubber so your feet will stay warm and dry in the most extreme 
conditions. The outsole features Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T. with XS 
Trek Evo for advanced traction on all terrains including wet ice, 
snow, mixed/loose surfaces and hard pack.  

-60°F  /  30°F
-50°C / -1°C

7474

ASVTA600 
Black/Windsor Wine

ASVTA101 
Black/Gray Geometric

ASVTA404 
Black/Hot Pink

ASVTA100 
Black/Jersey Heather



 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T. for wet ice traction coupled with  
XS Trek Evo adding durability and improved grip on wet 
and dry surfaces

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ARCTIC ICE ARCTIC GRIP A.T. MID
-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

7575

MAGMW20 | Dark Forest

ASVMA404 | Black/Hot PinkASVMA101 | Black/Gray GeometricASVMA100 | Black/Jersey Heather





MASTW05 | Black/Plaid

AS2TMDNA | Dark Brown/Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Comfort insole

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Rugged rubber outsole for traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and Moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ARCTIC SPORT II TALL
-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

AS2T3TW
Dark Olive/Herringbone

AS2T000
Black

AS2T901
Chocolate Brown/Walnut Woven

7777
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7878

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Comfort insole

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Rugged rubber outsole for traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and Moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ARCTIC SPORT II MID
-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

AS2M000 | Black

AS2M901 | Walnut/Chocolate Brown Woven

MASMW15 | Gray/Plaid

AS2M0PLD | Black/Buffalo Plaid

AS2M6TW | Wine Tasting/HerringboneAS2M004 | Black/Magenta Digi Fade
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 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, 
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ MuckSkin flexible neoprene with abrasion resistant rubber 
coating combined with hand laid rubber for durability

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Rugged rubber outsole for traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ARCTIC SPORT II ANKLE
-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

7979

AS2A903 | Dark Brown/Olive AS2A001 | Black/Gray

AS2A105 | Gray/Trooper Blue

MASAW91 | Walnut
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HAW9TW | Walnut/Herringbone

HAW6PLD | Black/Buffalo Plaid

HAW1PLD | Black/Gray Plaid

HAW1HB | Black/Fuzzy Herringbone

HAW404 | Black/Hot PinkHAWMSMG | Black/Muddy Girl® Camo

HAW000 | Black

Our most popular women’s boot for any season. Lightweight 
with breathable mesh lining and a self-cleaning ribbed 
outsole makes this boot a must-have.

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Pull tab for easy on/off

 ◆ Ribbed outsole for easy cleaning

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and Moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

HALE
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

8181
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CHORE CLASSIC STEEL TOE
We’ve redesigned our iconic Chore boot with a steel toe for women who want a little extra protection. The classic Muck 
Boot neoprene adjusts to the unique contours of your foot, making these reliable boots flexible and 100% waterproof. 
The rubber overlay is easy to clean while the breathable mesh lining improves air circulation. These tough boots feature 
a new steel toe design and quick cleaning rubber sole, offering more security and durability on every job.
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Roll Down

MCMPW00 | Black/Steel Toe

858585

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Steel toe and shank

 ◆ Women’s last

 ◆ Easy to clean rubber overlays

 ◆ XpressCool™: anti-microbial evaporative cooling lining

 ◆ Quick cleaning rubber outsole offers durability and 
traction on slick surfaces

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and Moisture management

 ◆ ASTM rated F2413-18 M/I/C EH

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

CHORE CLASSIC STEEL TOE
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C



CHORE
Our iconic Chore boot, built specifically for women, now also available with an adjustable gusset for the perfect fit. The 
women’s Chore combines premium rubber and neoprene for a boot that’s comfortable, functional and ready for work.
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 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Women’s last

 ◆ Gusset for extended fit (XF Tall) _ WCXF000 only

 ◆ Rugged outsole design

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and Moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

CHORE CLASSIC & XF

Roll Down

CL AS SIC TA LL

XF TA LL

CL AS SIC  MID

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

8787

WCHT000 | Black

WCXF000 | Black

WCHM9CK | Dark Brown/Chicken Print WCHM000 | Black
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 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 3mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight, performance materials for 
warmth and comfort - MOTW300, OTW900 & OTW001 only

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation - OTW901 only

 ◆ Molded PU insert with memory foam for superior 
underfoot comfort

 ◆ MuckSkin flexible abrasion resistant rubber coating with neoprene

 ◆ Rubber outsole with innovative lug design provides traction while 
quickly releasing mud and other debris

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ORIGINALS TALL
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

Inspired by our iconic Chore Boot, the Originals is a collection of 
light-duty, yet essential footwear. 100% waterproof, the full neoprene 
bootie is wrapped in soft, hand laid rubber designed for comfort and 
protection. The Originals feature a molded PU footbed with a layer of 
memory foam, treated with odor control and moisture management, 
these boots are constructed for maximum underfoot comfort. The 
collection is built on a rubber outsole with an innovative lug design 
that provides traction while quickly releasing mud and other debris.

898989

OTW900 | Dark Brown/Fleece

MOTW300 | Moss/Fleece

OTW901 | Walnut/Mesh Lining OTW001 | Black/Fleece



MOAW200 | Blue/Quilted Floral

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Full neoprene bootie exposed at sides for added comfort  
and easy on/off  

 ◆ 6” upper

 ◆ Molded PU insert with memory foam for superior 
underfoot comfort

 ◆ Rubber outsole with innovative lug design provides traction 
while quickly releasing mud and other debris

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ORIGINALS ANKLE
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

9090

OAW000
Black

MOAW300 
Moss

MOAW101 
Moss

OAW6PLD
Black/Buffalo Plaid Print

OAW8DOT
Yellow/Ditsy Dot Print

OAW103
Gravel Gray/Pressed Floral Print

OAW9PLD
Brown/Plaid/Gum

OAW901 
Taupe

OAW900
Brown



9191

ODLW6PLD | Black/Buffalo Plaid

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Lace-up construction for a tailored fit

 ◆ Rugged full grain upper for durable waterproof performance

 ◆ Removable contour molded footbed with memory foam for long 
lasting cushioning

 ◆ Rubber outsole with innovative lug design provides traction while 
quickly releasing mud and other debris

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ORIGINALS LEATHER DUCK LACE
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

ODLW109 | Walnut/Brown
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MUCKSTER LITE ANKLE
Inspired by our clog, the Muckster Lite Ankle is a 6” injected foam boot that offers the same support and comfort for 
all-day wear. Its comfort collar won’t irritate your ankle while the independently verified SRC rated slip-resistant outsole 
features a multi-directional lug pattern. Built from a high-performance, lightweight foam called BioLite, this boot is 
ultra-durable, easy to clean, and eco-friendlier than many other injection molded foams in the market. BioLite has been 
granted a Green Leaf certificate by Intertek, an accredited independent 3rd party testing facility, verifying that this 
product will properly biodegrade in bioreactor landfills. Commercial landfill validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test 
method, ISO 15985. The Muckster Lite collection offers a lighter footprint for your feet and the planet.



40°F  /  95°F 
4°C / 35°C
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MUCKSTER LITE ANKLE
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Lightweight and easy to slip on/off

 ◆ Comfort collar won’t irritate ankle

 ◆ One piece BioLite EVA

 ◆ Textured insole for comfort, grip and support

 ◆ Easy-to-clean/hand washable/quick drying material

 ◆ Eco-friendlier BioLite outsole is lightweight, durable, and 
provides SRC rated slip-resistance. Landfill bio-degradation 
validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test method, ISO 15985

 ◆ SRC rated for excellent multi-surface slip resistance

 ◆ Biodegradable - up to 3 years in accommodating environment

 ◆ ASTM rated D5511-18 / ISO 15985-14

Women Sizes: 5 - 12

9595

MMLBW31 | Resida Green

MMLBW11 | White MMLBW00 | Black
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MUCKSTER LITE CLOG

 ◆ 100% water-friendly, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Lightweight and easy to slip on/off

 ◆ One piece BioLite EVA

 ◆ Textured insole for comfort, grip and support

 ◆ Breathable side ports for water drainage and comfort

 ◆ Easy-to-clean/hand washable/quick drying material

 ◆ Eco-friendlier BioLite outsole is lightweight, durable, and 
provides SRC rated slip-resistance. Landfill bio-degradation 
validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test method, ISO 15985

 ◆ SRC rated for excellent multi-surface slip resistance

 ◆ Biodegradable - up to 3 years in accommodating environment

 ◆ ASTM rated D5511-18 / ISO 15985-14

Women Sizes: 5 - 12

The Muckster Lite Clog is 50% lighter, offers independently verified 
SRC rated slip-resistant traction and provides excellent support and 
comfort for all-day wear. The upper features side ventilation holes for 
breathability and drainage for water and debris. Built from a high-
performance, lightweight foam called BioLite, this clog is ultra-durable 
and easy to clean. BioLite is eco-friendlier than many other injection 
molded foams in the market. BioLite has been granted a Green Leaf 
certificate by Intertek, an accredited independent 3rd party testing 
facility, verifying that this product will properly biodegrade in 
bioreactor landfills. Landfill bio-degradation validated utilizing the 
ASTM D5511-18 test method, ISO 15985.

9797

MLCW1FLR | Light Gray/Floral Print

MLCW000 | Black

MMLCW10 | White

MLCW300 | Resida Green

MMLCW31 | Multi Swirl
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WM28FRM | Yellow/Farm Print WM29TW | Rum Raisin/HerringboneWM29CK | Dark Brown/Chicken Print

WM2333T | Green/Floral PrintWM21ROS | Black/Charcoal/Rose PrintWM2000 | Black

MM2MW20 | Blue/Quilted Floral

MM2MW90 | Tan/Quilted Stripe

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 4mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Roll down upper for versatility and style

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining 
improves air circulation

 ◆ Self cleaning rubber outsole built for 
the lawn and garden

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

MUCKSTER II MID
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

9999
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M2LW000 | Black

M2LW300 | Green

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Full neoprene bootie exposed at ankle for a comfortable, flexible fit

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves air circulation

 ◆ Self cleaning rubber outsole built for the lawn and garden

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™  
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

MUCKSTER II LOW
Stay dry and comfortable in the Muckster II, ideal for any chore or task. 
These beloved classics offer rubber outsoles that are designed to easily 
shed debris and provide great multi-surface traction. Whether you are 
in the garden, running errands, or walking the dog, you’ll enjoy these 
easy-on/easy-off staples for every outdoor enthusiast.

WM2900 | Brown/Cream Faux Fur

WM21PLD | Black/Gray Plaid/Gray Faux Fur

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ 4mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Roll down upper for versatility and style

 ◆ Cozy fleece lining for a slipper-like feel

 ◆ Self cleaning rubber outsole built for 
the lawn and garden

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™  
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

MUCKSTER II MID FLEECE
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

101101



OUTSCAPE LOW
 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF

 ◆ Easy slip on/off with dual density comfort footbed with slow  
recovery foam and long lasting cushioning 

 ◆ MuckSkin flexible abrasion resistant rubber coating with neoprene

 ◆ Guarden rubber toe and heel for durability and extended wear

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining facilitates air circulation to improve  
comfort and reduce heat and moisture

 ◆ Dual density footbed with memory foam for long lasting comfort

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Self-cleaning rubber outsole for optimal traction and reliability

 ◆ Shovel-ready nylon shank for added underfoot stability when  
using garden tools

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Women Sizes: 5- 10, (Half Sizes), 11, 12

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

102102

OSSW000 | Black            OSSW300 | Olive            

OSSW104 | Dark Gray/Teal/Pink

OSSW001 | Black/Gray            
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 ◆ 5mm neoprene Bootie for Comfort and Performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight,  
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Tall slimming look

 ◆ Achilles reinforcement

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Light gripping rubber outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% MUCKPROOF 

 ◆ 5mm neoprene Bootie for Comfort and Performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight,  
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Achilles reinforcement

 ◆ Lightweight midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Light gripping rubber outsole

Women Sizes: 5 - 11

ARCTIC ADVENTURE

ARCTIC WEEKEND

The Arctic Adventure is the perfect companion in cold weather. The 
fleece lining keeps you warm and dry during any outdoor activity, 
and the lightweight EVA midsole and rubber outsole are a perfect 
combination of comfort and traction.

Fashion and function come together in Muck Arctic Weekend 
Mid-Height Rubber Women’s Winter Boots. These versatile 
mid-height women’s snow boots are 100% waterproof with a cozy 
fleece lining to keep feet warm and dry. Featuring a 5mm neoprene 
bootie, these women’s winter boots adjust to the contours and 
movements of your feet while absorbing impacts with every step. 
A lightweight EVA midsole adds even more cushioning for longer 
treks, while the reinforcement at the Achilles area improves the 
durability of the exterior.

-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C

-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C

WAW000 | Black

WAA000 | Black

103103
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KIDS MUCKSTER LITE CLOG
Our iconic clog, now made for kids. Inspired by our beloved Muckster collection, the Muckster Lite Clog is 50% lighter, 
offers independently verified SRC rated slip-resistant traction and provides excellent support and comfort for all-day 
wear. The upper features side ventilation holes for breathability and drainage for water and debris. Built from a high-
performance, lightweight foam called BioLite, this clog is ultra-durable and easy to clean. BioLite is eco-friendlier 
than many other injection molded foams in the market. BioLite has been granted a Green Leaf certificate by Intertek, 
an accredited independent 3rd party testing facility, verifying that this product will properly biodegrade in bioreactor 
landfills. Landfill bio-degradation validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test method, ISO 15985.
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MMLCKCDC, MMLCKCDY | Mossy Oak® Country DNA™

MMLCK40C, MMLCK40Y | Pink/White Swirl MMLCK00C, MMLCK00Y | Black

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% KIDPROOF

 ◆ Lightweight and easy to slip on/off

 ◆ One piece BioLite EVA

 ◆ Textured insole for comfort, grip and support

 ◆ Breathable side ports for water drainage and comfort

 ◆ Easy-to-clean/hand washable/quick drying material

 ◆ Eco-friendlier BioLite outsole is lightweight, durable, and 
provides SRC rated slip-resistance. Landfill bio-degradation 
validated utilizing the ASTM D5511-18 test method, ISO 15985

 ◆ SRC rated for excellent multi-surface slip resistance

 ◆ Biodegradable - up to 3 years in accommodating environment

 ◆ ASTM rated D5511-18 / ISO 15985-14

Children Sizes: 7 - 13 
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7

KIDS MUCKSTER LITE CLOG

107107



KIDS OUTSCAPE
This Outscape is made for kids always on the go, no matter the forecast. Featuring our abrasion resistant MuckSkin 
upper and an Outscape rubber cupsole for optimal traction, these boots were made for every kid to take on the day.
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MOSBK60C, MOSBK60Y | Maroon/Black/White

MOSBK90C, MOSBK90Y | Walnut/Black/Green MOSBKDNC, MOSBKDNY | Mossy Oak® Country  
DNA™/Brown/Cream

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% KIDPROOF

 ◆ 3mm neoprene bootie

 ◆ MuckSkin flexible abrasion resistant rubber coating

 ◆ Notched collar for easy on/off

 ◆ Breathable mesh lining facilitates air circulation to improve 
comfort and reduce heat and moisture

 ◆ Double layer toe reinforement for protection

 ◆ Outscape rubber cup outsole for optimal traction and 
reliability

Children Sizes: 7 - 13 
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7

KIDS OUTSCAPE
SUB FREEZING 

65°F / 18°C
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KCH9CK | Dark Brown/Chicken Print

KCH000 | Black

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% KIDPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Durable quick cleaning sole 

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Children Sizes: 7 - 13 
Youth Sizes: 1 - 6

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% KIDPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Comfort topline

 ◆ Rubber toe and heel protector

 ◆ Self cleaning diamond outsole

Children Sizes: 10 - 13 
Youth Sizes: 1 - 6

CHORE CLASSIC

ROVER II

You are never too young to get mud on your boots. The Chore 
Classic boot is comfortable, lightweight, and 100% waterproof. 
It features a durable quick cleaning outsole.

Breathable mesh lining pulls sweat away, while keeping kids 
feet warm and dry. Featuring Mossy Oak Break-Up Camo® and a 
supportive sure footed diamond sole that won’t track fine rocks and 
dirt into the house.

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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RVTMOBU | Mossy Oak® Break-Up™



 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% KIDPROOF

 ◆ 2mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Draw-string cord snugs calf to keep warmth in  
and cold out

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight,  
performance materials for warmth and comfort

 ◆ Lugged rubber cup outsole for durable  
all-terrain traction

Children Sizes: 7 - 13 
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7

KIDS APEX WINTER
This fleece lined rubber and neoprene boot was created to keep 
kids dry and warm. A functional drawstring cord on the top 
collar prevents debris, snow and ice from entering the boot for 
all-day play.

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

MAXWK01C, MAXWK01Y | Black/Red

MAXWK02C, MAXWK02Y | Black/Purple Rose
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RG21HB | Black/Herringbone

RG2002 | Black/Mountain Terrain Print

RG26PLD | Black/Buffalo Plaid Print

RG2001 | Black/BlackRG2RTE | Brown/Realtree® EDGE™ RG2400 | Black/Pink

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% KIDPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight,  
performance materials for warmth and comfort 

 ◆ Extended rubber coverage

 ◆ Lightweight EVA midsole for all day comfort and support

 ◆ Rugged outsole for traction and durability

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Children Sizes: 7 - 13 
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7

RUGGED II
The Kids’ Rugged II will protect your child’s feet in severe cold with 
the 5mm neoprene waterproof bootie insulation backed with a fleece 
lining. This lining adds extra insulation to keep cold out for kids 
that want to stay outside playing in the snow all day. 

-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C
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KEL000 | Black

KEL900 | Brown

KEL3CAM | Moss/Camo Print

KELRTE 
Realtree® EDGE™/ 
Bison/Tan

KEL1JER 
Black/Heather Jersey

KEL501 | Black/Blue

KEL401 | Black/PinkKEL400 | Maroon/Pink/Fade

 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% KIDPROOF

 ◆ 5mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Warm lining: soft, insulation, light-weight,  
performance materials for warmth and comfort 

 ◆ Rubber cup outsole for traction

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Children Sizes: 7 - 13 
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7

ELEMENT
Fully waterproof and fleece lined with a 5mm neoprene bootie, this is 
the perfect winter boot for kids. 

-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C
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 ◆ 100% waterproof, 100% KIDPROOF

 ◆ 4mm neoprene bootie for comfort and performance

 ◆ Breathable mesh sandwich-fabric lining improves 
air circulation

 ◆ Wide opening for easy on/off

 ◆ Self cleaning ribbed outsole

 ◆ bioDEWIX™ Dry footbed insert topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and moisture management

Children Sizes: 7 - 13 
Youth Sizes: 1 - 7

HALE
This multi-season lightweight boot with breathable mesh lining and 
a self-cleaning ribbed outsole makes this a must-have.

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C
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KBH0CAM | Black/ 
Linear Camo

KBH900 | Walnut

KBH901 | Bracken/Distressed  
Geo Print

KBHRTE  | Brown/Realtree® EDGE™

KBH000 | Black/BlackKBH004 | Black/Magenta 
Digi Terrain Fade



MUCKDRY
100% Waterproof

Our product tenets are deeply woven into our technology, directly translating into three distinct categories: 
Protection, Traction, and Comfort.

PRODUCT TECHNOLOGY

100% Waterproof

Materials and 
Construction

MuckStop

Nylon collar that 
provides a 
customized fit

Met Guard

Extreme Impact 
Protection

Oil Resistant

RDR rubber protects 
against caustics,  
solvents,hydrocarbons, 
oils, fats and acids

Snake Resisting

Resisting against 
snake strikes

Anti-Viral Protection

Tested to meet anti-viral 
protection standards 
ASTM F1671 / F1671M - 13

Non-Metallic PR Plate

Non-metallic puncture  
resistant plate that  
delivers safety and  
comfort

Loc-Tite

Bungee lace with an 
adjustable lock closure 
that keeps water and 
debris out

PR Plate

Puncture resistant plate 
that delivers safety 
and comfort

CSA

Meets Canadian 
Standards of  
Protection

Scent Masking

Lining treatment 
that blocks odors

Steel Toe

Tested to meet  
ASTM F2413-18 M/I/C PR EH

Guarden

Rubber toe and heel  
for more durability  
and extended wear

MuckSkin

Printed rubber coating 
that’s lightweight 
flexible and 100% 
waterproof

Muck Leather

100% Genuine Leather

PROTECTION

MUCKSHIELD
Environmental Protection

MUCK PROTECT
Pro-Grade Protection

Comp Toe

Non-metallic protection, 
tested to meet
ASTM F2413-18 M/I/C PR EH

MuckDry+

An internal waterproof, 
breathable bootie 
designed to keep your 
foot dry and provide  
all day comfort
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TRACTION

-60°F  /  30°F
-50°C / -1°C

-40°F  /  40°F 
-40°C / 4°C

-20°F  /  50°F 
-30°C / 10°C

40°F  /  95°F 
4°C / 35°C

SUB FREEZING 
65°F / 18°C

MUCKCOMFORT FB
Footbed Comfort System

MUCKCOMFORT TC
Comfort System

MUCKCOMFORT TC
Recommended Temperature Ratings

FB1

EVA Footbed

Breathable Mesh

Sandwich-fabric 
lining improves 
air circulation

Warm Lining

Soft, insulating, 
lightweight, performance

Thermo Regulation (TR) 
Fleece

A revolutionary open-fiber 
technology that wicks away 
moisture up to 33% better 
than a standard synthetic 
fleece to maintain a com-
fortable temperature range

XPRESSCOOL™

Anti-microbial 
evaporative 
cooling liner

bioDEWIX™

Dry Footbed insert 
topcover with NZYM™ 
for odor control and 
moisture management

FB2

Molded PU Footbed

FB3

Dual-density Footbed 
with memory foam

Vibram® Arctic Grip A.T.

For wet ice traction 
coupled with XS Trek Evo 
adding durability and 
improved grip on wet 
and dry surfaces

Vibram®

Durability and traction 
on multiple surfaces

COMFORT

MUCKGRIP
Commercial Grade Traction

Slip-Resistant

Exclusive RDR rubber 
compound grips surfaces, 
creating sure footing

SRA

For the traction needed 
on wet flooring surfaces 
as tested with soapy 
water on ceramic tile

SRC

SRA and SRB combined, for 
the highest slip resistance 
that can be achieved, giving 
you the best in class traction

BioLite

A revolutionary high per-
formance and eco-friend-
lier injection molded EVA 
foam that is lightweight, 
durable, supportive, and 
provides excellent SRC 
rated slip resistance
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XPRESS COOL HOW IT WORKS

As the foot starts to sweat, the Muck XpressCool™ 
fabric rapidly pulls moisture away from your skin.

Most importantly, as the moisture is spread and dries, 
it creates a cooling effect which keeps your feet cool 
and dry in warm weather.

 The Muck XpressCool™ lining absorbs and spreads 
the moisture out across the boot lining to drier areas 
of the boot to enhance the evaporative drying rate.

XPRESSCOOL™

Bio Lite is a revolutionary high performance and  
eco-friendlier injection molded EVA foam that is  
lightweight, durable, supportive, and provides  

excellent SRC rated slip resistance

GREEN LEAF CERTIFICATE OF CONFORMITY

 

s away moisture
standard sythetic fleece to maintain a

ature range

 

Thermo Regulation (TR) Fleece 
A revolutionary open-fiber technology that wicks away moisture 
up to 33% better than a standard synthetic fleece to maintain a 
comfortable temperature range.

TEMP REGULATION MOISTURE MGMT 
Spandex and quick-drying polyester yarn use a space-style  

construction that is ABRASION RESISTANT and ANTIMICROBIAL
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VIBRAM ARCTIC GRIP WITH XS TREK EVO  
ADDING DURABILITY AND IMPROVED GRIP  
ON WET AND DRY SURFACES.

INCREASED TRACTION UP TO 25%,
ADDED STABILITY, INCREASING SURFACE  
AREA BY 50%, ADDED PROPULSION AND  
INCREASED BRAKING POWER.

LARGE SURFACE AREA  
ARCTIC GRIP LUGS FOR  

WET ICE TRACTION
SMALLER ANGULAR LUGS  
TO DIG INTO SNOW, SLUSH 
OR LOOSE TERRAIN

VIBRAM XS TREK  
EVO COMPOUND FOR  

ALL TERRAIN SURFACES

VIBRAM ARCTIC GRIP A.T.

VIBRAM TRACTION LUG
TRACTION LUG

LARGE OPEN ZONES BETWEEN  
LUG FOR DEBRIS EJECTION

STEPPED LEADING EDGES WITH 
MICRO LUG ELEMENTS TO  

INCREASE SURFACE AREA AND 
AMPLIFY TRACTION

MICRO LUG ELEMENTS ON RADIUSED PARTS OF LUGS 
FOR MAXIMUM GRIP WITHIN LOOSE MEDIA

VERTICAL RUNNING CHANNELS  
THROUGHOUT SOLE FOR FLUID DISPERSION
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Mossy Oak® Country DNA, Mossy Oak® Break-Up, Mossy Oak® Infinity, Mossy Oak® 
Break-Up Country, and Mossy Oak® Obsession are registered trademarks of Haas 
Outdoor, Inc.
Hydroguard® is a registered trademark of Starensier, Inc. 
Spandura® is a registered trademark of H. Warshow & Sons, Inc 
The etc.® name and distinctive textured pattern are legal trademarks of Sheehan 
Associates
VIBRAM® &  the Yellow Octagonal Label are registered trademarks of VIBRAM S.P.A.
Realtree XTRA® is a registered trademark of Jordan Outdoor Enterprises
Muddy Girl® is a registered trademark of Moonshine Camo 
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MUCK BOOT SOCKS  
PRODUCT LINE CATALOG
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Muck is celebrating its quarter century birthday on the most aptly 
named location on the globe—the Isle of Muck. We traveled to this 
remote island off the Western coast of mainland Scotland to celebrate 
all of the ways you wear and work in our boots. Scan the QR code to 
visit our website and see how the population of 32 islanders across 
generations put their Muck Boots to the test every day.
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39 East Canal Street 
Nelsonville, Ohio 45764 
Customer Service: 
800.777.9021
©2024

Muck catalog p/n: Muck.2024

The Original Muck® Boot Company is a registered trademark  
of Rocky Brands Inc.

MUCKBOOTCOMPANY.COM

@muckbootco

@facebook.com/muckbootco




